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Subject: Powers News Release for Thursday Release With Film (and to fax around) and Other Related Issues And Oprah

Body:

I will draft a news release on the Powers film on route to Chicago. I will e-mail my draft to you late on Tuesday 

night after I return from Chicago, which means you won't see it until Wednesday morning for review, edit and 

reproduction. It will be a two-pager and very much like the advisory, except I will add a Jack quote and give a 

little more detail, but still keep value of the film in perspective (i.e., it's not another Zapruder film and we are 

not claiming it is, we are simply adding it to the record). Other points:1. I will keep my portable phone on as 

much as I can while traveling, (508) 246-3089.2. I will check in when I can on Tuesday.3. I plan to talk about 

Oprah with Jack on route to the show and discuss Powers film with Jack after the show.4. We still need to talk 

about talking to Tilley and Cooper. I guess they should be advise of what we are doing on Tuesday, before the 

media advisory goes out in the afternoon.5. I suggest that if there have been no glitches that the advisory can 

go out at 2:00 p.m. on Tuesday.6. Since Jack will be in DC and probably available for media on Thursday, I will 

draft talking points for him and e-mail them to Eileen on Wednesday. You can review them and use it as the 

basis to print something out for Jack's use.6, Eileen and I will work out how to handle interview requests, if 

any, for Powers on Thursday, It may be easiest if Eileen advises me over the phone of any media request and 

then I call Powers. We'll confine it to major media outlets for Powers (television networks, wire services, a few 

major newspapers) I will let Powers know on Wednesday that Thursday is the day we may call him with a few 

media requests..That's all for now. I hope this message sails through. The system seems to be working. 

Thanks.
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